
PRESS RELEASE

FOR IMMEDIATE DISTRIBUTION

RESERVOIR LINK SECURES SECOND CONTRACT WIN FOR 2023

Kuala Lumpur, 26 January 2023 – Reservoir Link Energy Bhd (“Reservoir Link” or “Group”), an energy

related services provider, announced that its 51% owned subsidiary Founder Energy Sdn Bhd, has

received a purchase order from Fabulous Sunview Sdn. Bhd, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Sunview

Group Berhad, for the supply of mounting structure for a large-scale solar photovoltaic plant

development located in Malaysia. The project is valued at RM11.4 million.

Under the scope of the contract, Reservoir Link will supply solar mounting system which are expected

to be delivered between January to April 2023 to the project location.

Reservoir Link Executive Director Thien Chiet Chai said, “Within the first month (of the year), Reservoir

Link has already been awarded its second contract under its renewable energy arm. We are confident

that we will be able to win more contracts in the coming months ahead given our solid industry

presence in the renewable energy space. Looking ahead, we will also be strategically on the lookout for

more diverse business opportunities where we will be able to further widen our offerings in renewable

energy not just limited to solar. We are open to explore other alternatives in renewables which will

ideally put us in the optimum position to further scale up our renewables front in tandem with the

growing uptake in renewables.”

About Reservoir Link Energy Bhd (“Reservoir Link”)

Reservoir Link was incorporated in Malaysia under the Companies Act 1965 on 2 December 2014 as a

public company under its present name and deemed registered under the Companies Act 2016.

Reservoir Link is an investment holding company whereas its subsidiaries are primarily involved in the

provision of oil and gas well related services, which include well perforation, leak repair, testing, wash

and cement as well as wireline. Reservoir Link is also involved in providing improved oil recovery

services, laboratory studies & expert interpretative services on flow assurance & formation damage

and provision of sand management solutions.

More recently, Reservoir Link added to its list of services the provision and implementation of solar

photovoltaic projects for residential, commercial, and industrial properties, large scale solar

photovoltaic plants which include supply and installation of solar mounting systems and other

engineering works involving civil, structural, mechanical and electrical engineering works.

For more information on Reservoir Link, please log on to https://reservoirlink.com/
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MEDIA ENQUIRIES:

For more information, please contact: -

Jason Chiew

Tel: +60 17-980 4293

Email: jason@imejjiwa.com

Jun Hao

Tel: +60 10-369 3163

Email: junhao@imejjiwa.com
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